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To: UTC  

Title: Representative glyph and annotation additions for U+033B 

From: Lorna P. Evans (SIL International) and  

Patricia Keating (President of the International Phonetic Association) 

Date: 6 July 2016 

1 Introduction 
This is a request to change the representative glyph in the Unicode Charts for U+033B COMBINING 
SQUARE BELOW from a square to a horizontal rectangle. We are also requesting the addition of two 
annotations. One should say “IPA: laminal” and the second should say “glyph should be a horizontal 
rectangle for IPA usage.” 

Thus, we request the following additional annotations: 

 

033B ̻ COMBINING SQUARE BELOW  
 IPA: laminal 
 glyph should be a horizontal rectangle for IPA usage 

We are not requesting any character property changes, simply a glyph change and the annotation 
additions. This will help font developers to design the Laminal character appropriately for IPA usage. 

2 Background 
In 2015 the IPA updated the official IPA charts and did a review of the fonts used for the IPA charts. 
This request comes as a finding from that review. 

The IPA website 2015 review of Doulos SIL says: 

“The Laminal diacritic is square and small, and therefore tends to be confused with the voiceless 
diacritic. We recommend that this diacritic be made extra-large so that its shape is clearly a square, 
not a circle. (In IPA Kiel, this diacritic is correctly a rectangle.)” (Emphasis by the author.) 
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The 2003 IPA handback (page 181) states that U+033B is the official character to represent the Laminal. 
Also note that although the “Symbol Name” says “Subscript square”, the representative glyph is indeed 
a rectangle: 

 

In the IPA Kiel report (1989) it is clearly stated that the character for laminal should be a rectangle. The 
glyph is a rectangle (page 71). 

 

The official IPA charts have consistently used a rectangular shape. Below is a sample from the official 
2005 IPA chart which clearly demonstrates the rectangular nature of this character. 
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